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[BEGIN-Introductions, Affiliations, etc] 

(0:15)  Basically what you can do with a fly is you can manipulate genes at will in ways that you can’t do 
with anything else.  From the cancer perspective, this is the way to go. 

(1:30)  Operating Principals  

    …an outside person walking into the world of cancer will find: 

• The world of cancer is obsessed with simplifying diseases and trying to find what was common 
between patients and then drugging them.  It doesn’t work very well 

o We embrace complexity with Drosophila 
• There has been a focus on creating drugs that hit single targets 

o We don’t necessarily believe this either. (2:35) 
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o We don’t believe the targets that drive the disease are necessarily the best targets for 
therapeutics.  And the cancer field really hates that idea but they are warming to it.  

o I’m not a big fan of reducing cancer to cells in a dish and so that’s why we do all our 
screening using robotics on whole animal [fruitflys] building tumors in them and trying 
to make them look as much like patients as we can possibly do…  given their wings and 
stuff. 

o We can do this because we use simple model systems.  When I was working on the 
nervous system, which is a very complicated model, we took many of the same 
analytical processes and just moved these systems to cancer.  

Paul Goodfellow:   

Fly Process with Ret 

• I had somebody in my lab take oncogenic ret and stick it in the fly’s eye.  You can put it in the 
eye because the fly doesn’t have a thyroid and flies can survive without their eye.  If you put 
human RET into the eye you’ll be seeing tumors growing out of the eye. 

• The question is can we make the fly better and can that be helpful to people? 
• We developed a set of robotics and we basically grow flies in plates, 10 flies per plate.  We have 

special handlers, and we developed all of this stuff with engineers.  These put food and drugs 
into each plate, and oxygen, we have a special sorter.  And then we screen as many drugs as we 
can get our hands on.  Our lab has a large chemical library.  It’s like a phase III clinical trials in a 
dish using flies. The idea is that we can capture some of the whole body issues that you all know 
very well like toxicity [nausea, diarrhea, headaches, rashes, etc] and so on.   In fact we found 
different classes of drugs and one of the drugs we found was ZD6474 from Astra Zeneca which is 
better known as Vandetinib or Caprelsa.  In the presence of Caprelsa and this cancer gene, look 
at this eye.  You can see that the tumors have gone away.  And what was cool about this drug 
was that unlike any other drug we found it could make the tumors go away without making the 
fly drop dead.   

• You can’t take drugs from flies and give them to people and so began the long learning curve of 
“Ross”.  You can’t take drugs from flies and give them to people… 

o Massimo Santoro showed that this was more than cells in a dish 
o Sam Wells’s genius was to look at the flies and realize that this meant something.  So he 

took this drug into the clinic based on Massimo’s work and our work and you know the 
rest of the story.  [Caprelsa was approved by the FDA for use with thyroid cancer] 

o This worked out better than I expected. 
o This was a powerful way to get at some of these issues 

• I never told you what the drug hit.  All’s I told you is that it worked.  So what does this drug hit? 
o It is the world’s worst inhibitor of kinases.  It’s terrible.  It hits loads of stuff and our flies 

tell us this but it hits them in just the right ratio that the fly can take that hit and you can 
take that hit but the tumor has a hard time getting around it.  And this taught us a lot 
about not obsessing so much about “how things work” and “understanding everything”. 



[Instead] we just [work on finding “things that work” and then “back reasoning” how 
things happen.  This is just about “what works”.  A very different approach from basic 
science if you think about it. 

• We got involved in a second effort which was published this past year in “Nature” with a 
chemist by the name of Kevan Shokat. 

o Basically we take these flies we run them thru our magic robotics, we screen with a 
chemical library made by Kevan, and we find an initial hit and then we feed the drugs to 
the fly and then we use that old genetics the old white eye red eye stuff to find out how 
to make the drug better.  You give the drug, the tumor starts to go away, and then you 
start removing, knocking down one by one in the presence of drug each of the potential 
targets all the kinases one by one.   Remove one and the drug doesn’t change, that 
doesn’t matter, remove one and the drug gets better, the drug needs to hit that, harder, 
if it doesn’t hit it all it needs to include that, remove that gene in the presence of the 
drug and the fly drops dead we need to remove that.  It’s what’s called an anti-target.  
That causes toxicity we don’t like this.  We have to get that out of the drug.  So we can 
actually step wise say that we can custom tailor a drug step wise to best deal with whole 
body shrinking tumors yet leaving the fly intact.  And then the question is can we do the 
same thing in humans.   

o We’re trying to get there.  It was picked up by pharma it’s a drug called AD80.  I’ll show 
you some of the mouse data and cell line data.  So here’s Vandetinib which we know 
very well.  It works well for killing cells in a dish and bleach works even better (laughter).  
And here’s a couple of drugs particularly AD80 that we custom designed that is about 
600 fold better than human cells in a dish.  We grew the tumors for 46 days –that’s 
human tumors stuck in a mouse - because you don’t go to a Dr’s office and say I think I 
might be getting a tumor and I need a drug to prevent it.  You have full blown disease 
and you have to reverse it.  So everything that my lab does is to reverse it-not prevent it.  
You can see here at 46 days now Vandetinib has a real problem with it but AD80 not so 
much.  And critically if you ask how toxic is this drug to a mouse Vandetinib  has toxicity 
issues whereas AD80 we can’t find a dose where it shows toxicity.  Before it basically 
falls out of solution.   

o Masa Sonoshita is mapping out the problems of sorafenib and is creating “super 
sorafenib”.  And we are looking at other drugs as well step wise to find the problems 
with these drugs and flush them out. 

o Q: (13:15) How do we tailor it to specific patients because every patient is different... 
 That’s exactly the question we were beginning to think about.   From a basic 

research standpoint and we’ve begun to port this to other more common 
cancers, we’re all in on medullary, we’re all in on papillary, we are really going 
to push this all the way to the end-which is a promise I made to Sam (Wells) 
some years ago when I got involved in this.     We are really trying to design a 
new generation of drugs we know nobody is doing anything like this.   We are 
not going to obsess over the tumor tissue we obsess over the normal tissue.  It’s 
actually easy to kill tumors.  Its killing the tumors that don’t kill you is the tricky 



part.  So we’ve actually stopped obsessing over the killing part and started 
obsessing over safety.   

o (14:45) Q:  You mentioned papillary.  Would that include poorly differentiated papillary 
cancer? 
 We are looking at individual patients but we are not specifically targeting poorly 

differentiated patients.  We are not setting boundaries at the moment and 
some of our patients will have differentiated and poorly differentiated is a more 
accurate way to explain.   

o (15:15) Q: Are we just trying to shrink the tumor or are we trying to cure the patient? 
 I’m not afraid of the word cure word but I don’t think we’re their yet.  As I will 

show you we’re developing a series of drug cocktails and you can go through 
that series as you become resistant to one.  We are also exploring 
immunological cancer approaches as well.  These have had difficulties with solid 
tumors because your immune system has trouble getting access to your tumors 
– it creates a wall essentially. The tumor essentially creates things to hide from 
the immune system.  There are ways to take that wall down and one of the 
methods is using a drug to break that wall open. I think we will be exploring a 
process with a one-two punch and whether that will work.   What I’m showing 
you is focusing on drugs and drugs discovery.  But we are exploring many 
approaches.  Network analysis, all sorts of stuff. 

o (16:40) Q: Is the level of your analysis just on things like MEN2 and MEN2A. 
 We are focusing on medullary thyroid carcinoma to begin with the reason is that 

we need to get enough patients to get enough data to prove to insurance 
companies and so on so you guys can get the process paid for so we can prove 
with the data that the process will work and I’ll explain that in a minute. 

 The purpose of this is not to publish papers, understand mechanism, etc.  The 
purpose is to help patients get better.  That seems obvious but in my world the 
purpose is the understanding of how things work.  For someone to focus on 
helping patient get better is a different way of thinking.   The outcome to this is 
the “Center for Personalize Cancer Therapeutics” where we are codifying and 
industrializing the approach of modeling individuals using the basic research 
tools but in a speeded up fashion to try to help individual patients get better. 

o In addition to myself,  Marshall Posner and Eric Schadt are co-directors.  Currently there 
are 40 people active in the center.  It’s a newly open center it opened basically now.  We 
have our first half a dozen patients in.   Marshall is the leader in head and neck center.  
Eric Schadt is arguably the most creative and successful bioinformatics person on the 
planet.  He’s developed methods where he sequences your RNA and then does a 
network analysis and do drug predictions. 

o I also want to say thank you to Kathy and Mark.  They actually volunteered to provide 
some tissue to do some sequencing.  Thyroid cancer is really under-data’ed.  We have 
more data on breast cancer than you can possibly imagine.  It’s crazy how little data 
there is [for thyroid cancer].  It’s a problem for you thyroid cancer patients.  I realized 



that just sequencing wasn’t going to do much.  We had to do something with the 
sequencing.  That’s the story that I’m going to tell.  [PICTURE OF A FRUIT FLY] (laughter).  
And Mark sitting in my office and hearing about the side effects really makes a 
difference. 

• (22:10) We begin with medullary thyroid carcinoma first and then we’re opening the door to 
colorectal and breast in two or three months.  First the tumor is taken out and it must be done 
at Mt Sinai because we have to control that tissue and get our hands on it quickly because it 
cannot be shipped.  So that’s a downside.  You must come to Mt Sinai to have the tumor 
removed.  Things could be worse.  (laughter).  Pathologists, mainly driven by Michael and Nina 
and Carlos, take the tissue and assess it.  If it has enough tumor tissue in it, and good news for 
MTC is that is usually the case, part of the tissue goes into the mouse which for MTC patients 
has become a difficult issue that we are working hard to solve.  I have engineers from RPI 
working on this now.  Basically, thyroid tissue grows poorly in a mouse.  Now this is the goal.  
From Eric Schadt’s group, the rest of this tissue gets fully sequenced.  Once we get the full 
sequence which includes both DNA and RNA., the RNA which tells us how genes are expressed 
in your body or tumor that’s used by the network and computation guys and they actually 
create networks to understand the tumor at sort of a virtual level and they make specific drug 
predictions.  This is what Eric's group does [about 40 folks].   

• RNA goes to Eric and the DNA goes to us [Ross’s Lab] and this is where it gets unusual.  We take 
every one of these mutations, all of them that are mutated, 100, 200 whatever it is, and we test 
them one by one in a fly and ask which mutations matters.  We don’t care about the mutations; 
we don’t read up on the drugs, we only care about what happens.  We look at every one of 
them. It is a functional test.  And we’ll typically find somewhere between a half a dozen and a 
dozen mutations that matter in a tumor.  Once we identify those, we build your personalized fly.  
My lab has developed technology to be able to make a 12 hit fly and that fly reflects you as 
much as we can.  So if you are a diabetic we make the fly diabetic.  If you are taking Caprelsa we 
feed the fly Caprelsa because that affects the tumor.  Whatever we can learn about you that can 
affect the tumor we put that into the fly.  Once we do that we do a full blown unbiased drug 
screen.  We assume that no single drug will work.  So we do a full matrix [collection] of every 
FDA approved drug.  All of them. [Taken] In combinations to look for a 2 to 3 drug cocktail that 
will work best on your tumor.   

• (25:50) So we put them into these 96 little plates, we run them through the robotics, we have a 
full set of FDA approved drugs which in case you’re curious is 770 drugs which is not as many as 
I would’ve thought, and we do that in full combination with guys in the center: Peter and Jess, 
with the goal of identifying drug combinations.  We’re going to identify a series of combinations 
that treat your fly which is good because we can rank them.  So you don’t have one possibility 
but multiples which is good.  We test those back in the mouse (remember the mouse at the 
beginning).  If we can get your tumor in there that’s optimal so we test the drugs as best as we 
can with the tumor that’s in that mouse which is your tumor.  Otherwise we build one in there 
as close as we can.  We test it in mice and also test it in pigs.  Pigs are also closer to us in a 
number of ways.  In pigs we don’t put the tumor in there because we are testing for toxicity 



because these are combinations that may have never been tried in patients before.  Part of this 
past year has been negotiating with the FDA to approve this approach.   

• (27:20) Once we have that we have 3 standing committees the last of which is the pharmacology 
committee to make sure they look through the chemistry of those drugs that we’re proposing to 
make sure they are not crazy to suggest those for patients and then we come back to your 
oncologist with specific suggestion on drug combinations that are tailored to your disease. 

• (27:45) Q: How do you determine the dosage for those drugs? And the relative dosage between 
them.  

o These are often combinations that have not been put in patients before.  When you put 
them together the dosing could be different.  So what’s going to have to happen is 
you’re going to have to use an escalating dose.  But there is risk in this for sure and that 
is what took awhile to get through the FDA.  The bottom line for the FDA is that as long 
as we don’t exceed the recommended drug or any individual drug they are going 
basically allow us to go forward but we’re taking very careful metrics to see if this works.  
In most cases in drug cocktails most of the drugs are given in lower doses which also 
reduces the toxicity.  And of course you can only escalate all of the drugs together.  You 
can’t do all of the combinations in between so it’s a bit of guesswork involved. 

• (28:50) Q:  Who is paying for this? 
o The Dean at Mt Sinai has put a fair amount of money to get this started.  All of this 

including the sequencing is free.  The drug combo can be expensive to get them from 
company it’s a combination of negotiation and some money that we have.  That will be 
your major cost.   We will work with insurance companies to get as much paid for as 
possible and the rest we will pick up for now.  The hope is that we will get enough 
donations to make this truly free but that’s projective.   

• (29:35) Q: Toxicity.  When you test the toxicity in pigs will you test at different levels? 
o Yes.  But even with the pigs, they will be somewhat helpful in dosing but there will be a 

little bit of a guess.   
• (30:05) Q:  Do you require having a metastasis? 

o We need tissue or it won’t work.  It can be primary tissue. I expect we’ll be getting later 
stage cancers so it will be unusual to get primary tumor tissue.  So almost everything 
we’re expecting will be mets.   What we’re hoping is that if this all works out we can get 
tissue earlier in a patient’s progression so that if they need us down the line we’re 
already ready-we have done it.  As opposed to scrambling to do this as quickly as 
possible. 

• (31:25) The second question was co-morbidity. 
o One of the three committees is the “Admissions Committee” if you have a progression 

that is too rapid because this process takes many months, we’re working hard to 
shorten this, but now it takes many months, you would not be a good candidate for this 
because this takes many months. If you are too weak from other things you would not 
be a good candidate for this.  Further more you should not get off of any other 



treatments while we are going through this process so stay on your treatment list.  We 
will model anything and everything that we can do quickly and efficiently.  

• (32:30) Q: Would you take patients in the “watch and wait” state or just advance state or??? 
o We will take candidates at any of the stages.  We would love to get some candidates at 

the earlier stages so we can put that data aside until you need it and we will give it to 
you so you can use it as you need it.  We expect to get a lot of advances stage patients, 
early in the trial, until we can show that this has some utility.  The truth is that I don’t 
know if this will work.  It seems reasonable to me.  But that doesn’t matter.  Many 
things have seemed reasonable to me.  So one of the reasons we are focusing on just 3 
tumors: and beginning with medullary thyroid carcinoma, is we want to accrue enough 
patients so we can get enough data to we can even say if this works and that will also 
help from the insurance companies and so on and so forth.  They want to see metrics.  
And it isn’t trivial.  We spent months with statisticians to try to come up with an 
approach to try to get enough data to be able to even go to the insurance company.   
When you are doing patients one by one.  If that patient got better you don’t even know 
why that is for sure.  So it’s not a trivial question.  And yet if we can’t have metrics there 
is almost no point in doing this.  

• (33:40) Q:  Do you have to be at Mt. Sinai for each step. 
o If we are going to build mouse models we are going to need fresh tissue.   Archive tissue 

we can make a fly but not the other important parts.  So the initial tissue removal, you 
have to be at Mt. Sinai.  But all of the other steps including the original reaching out, you 
do not have to be at Mt. Sinai.  Once we have taken that initial tissue everything else 
can be done through your oncologist. 

• (34:60)  Q:  How long does it take to go through all of that analysis? 
o Today it’s been taking about 9 months to get through everything and we are throwing 

out longer numbers so that we don’t make promises that we can’t keep.  So right now 6 
to 9 months is realistic.  We’re hoping to bring that down to 4 or 5 months but that’s on 
paper we can do that we have to actually make that happen.  This is not going to 
happen instantly because we are doing full blown sequencing and building transgenic 
models so this is not a quick fix.  One of the reasons we felt MTC’s were good candidates 
for this is that if we can get you to come to us reasonably early we do have that runway  
[longer than average survival time so they have time to do the analysis] whereas with 
some tumors we do not have that runway and they are not good candidates for this. 

• (36:15) Tumor tissue into mouse.  How do we get the word out? 
o We would like to have the tissue taken at MT. Sinai so we can control the quality and to 

make a mouse you have to get the tissue into the mouse within 1 hour.  So we have a 
pipe line from the surgeon through the pathologist into a mouse.   

o How do we get the word out?  This is why I’m here.  We’ve been very quiet about this.  
It’s astonishing how much stock went into this.  Now we are opening up and advertising.  
We have an “advertorial” to talk about this approach. It’s a very unusual approach 



which we acknowledge.  But there is nothing crazy with what we are doing. We’re 
simply doing what we do in the lab.  We’re just bringing it to the patient.  

• (37:30) Q: Do we look at mutation in patient’s germ line. 
o Yes and we think that those can have quite an impact on it as well.  They tend to be 

heterozygote which is you have one zygote mutated but not both.  If you had both you’d 
be in bad shape, but we do think that those contribute and we do look at those as well. 

• (38:00) Q: Ross should talk a little bit about timeline. 
o A little chunk goes into the mouse within the hour; the bulk of the tissue goes over to 

sequencing.  It has to be extracted and so sequencing again that took forever… that 
pipeline has now been fixed.  With Next-Next-Gen sequencing we can do both the 
sequencing and critically the analysis in 3 weeks which is down from 6 or 7 years-the 
time it took to do the first human genome sequencing. So 3 weeks; not a thousand 
weeks.  There could be a lag of a week if you’re in the pipeline queue.  We have a super 
computer called Minerva at Mt. Sinai that runs 24/7 just doing the assembly of people’s 
genes.   

o Once we get that DNA data from them to build that fly which takes is biggest time sync, 
to do the passenger versus driver and then build the fly, today, we’ll say 4 to 5 months.  
To do the screening and all that stuff.  That is the thing that we are working the most on 
to compress.  There are certain “time of life” cycles things like the time that it takes a 
fruit fly to have a kid that we can’t change but we are trying to come up with ways to 
compress it.  

• (40:20) Q: Can patients be connected as we go through this.   
o There has always be a “you guys don’t get to look behind the curtain”.  That’s not what 

we’re about. We would love you to be involved in the science; we’d love to tell you 
about the science.  And we would love to hear input. 

• (42:00) Can patients be more involved as Mt. Sinai is creating the mice? 
o We are happy to have you involved.  We understand from our side that you are going to 

have risk because you are going to have a lot of emotion in this. We will tell you 
everything as we’re doing it as its coming out, when we have problems, we won’t talk 
about every problem cause it will freak you out we’ll try to keep you as involved as we 
can.  They way for us to do this is to be absolutely open.  To the extent that is 
considerate of the patient.   

• (42:45) Is this a fine needle biopsy? 
o It can go anywhere from a fine needle biopsy or we would prefer, to take out something 

larger,  the more we can get the more likely we are to get sufficient tissue to make the 
mouse.  You can do the sequencing on an fna.  There is enough tissue to do that 
depending on the purity of the tumor sample.  But we cannot make a mouse from a 
thyroid tumor.  We can from a breast tumor.  We cannot make a mouse from a thyroid 
tumor.  It’s simply not robust enough from an fna and we can’t make it. 

• (43:30) Could you use an fna? 



o We would like to know that we could get enough of the tumor to run the processes.  We 
have not ruled out candidates that could only produce the fna but we can’t do all of the 
processes.  We would prefer to do the whole process but that would be a decision of 
the committee to make based on the needs of the patient and so on and so forth. 

• (44:15) I would really rather use my own surgeon. 
o Mark:  I understand what you’re talking about.  Before we had the process in place I was 

looking in Atlanta for someone to cut out a tumor and send it to Mt. Sinai.  I talked to 
numerous folks that could do the surgery but when I went to Mt. Sinai they had a 
surgeon named Sasan and I explained about the surgical cutting, opening up and he says 
“No, we’ll just need a couple of holes and we take it out lapriscopically [suck it out with 
a vacuum] and that’s basically what he did.  I had much less surgical damage than if 
done the other way. 

• (47:00) Q:  Do you only implant the tumor in one mouse and how do you get the tumor into 
others? 

o We split the tumor.  Medullary is actually pushing it so we have to wait 2-3 months for it 
to get big enough.  So we can split it up.  Typically we a single mouse will give rise to 5 
and then we run one drug because you really don’t want to get data from just one 
mouse.  And then the other drugs will be suggestive.   So just so we’re clear, we’re going 
to get a series of combinations which we are going to rank by a series of criteria by how 
well it shrank the tumor, etc but it’s going to be a ranking by multiple combinations and 
the idea is if the first one doesn’t work or somehow fails you’ve got other suggestions as 
well. 

• (47:45) Q: You’re ranking them on the basis of flies? 
o We’re ranking them on the basis of fly data, mouse data, pig data, and these 

committees that look at them on the basis of likely-hood and reasonableness.    I forgot 
to mention, remember that network analysis that they were doing, they are also testing 
that drug as well because maybe they are better than we are  but they can only do 
single drug. 

• (48:20)  Where is Mark in the process? 
o We have built a “core mark fly” which is a set of core mutations that we know already 

are driving it but it’s not the full set and we have built a mini-screen of that because 
mark needs some information now.   We discussed the potential drug combination with 
him, also he’s considering another drug combination which we’re going to test on this 
fly and compare the two so when he makes decisions I wouldn’t make the decision just 
on those fly but it would be another piece of information worth having.  So to answer 
your question the drug screening is happening but it’s not done. 

• (50:40) Q:   As we sequence these patients, how similar is one patient to another to another and 
how much does that matter. 

o That is exactly from a basic science standpoint what my goal at this center is to ask.  The 
truth is we don’t know how much those differences … every tumor is different,  if you 
sequence it and each one has 100 to 200 mutations, there is very little overlap except 



for things like RET  and a couple of others.  This not just for thyroid, my lab has 
sequenced more tumors than you can imagine and they are very different.  And here’s 
the question is “do those differences matter or is it just stuff”?  The truth is nobody 
knows the answer to that.  People think they do but I feel that nobody has a clue.  So 
one of the questions we’re going to answer in the center is “do those rare variance 
matter?” and do they matter in the thing that matters which is drug response.  What I’m 
hoping is that over time we’ll be able to take the patients and put them in classes.  This 
group when they have based on network analysis these sorts of problems, because the 
individual tissues are just different, but maybe the network analysis can find the 
commonalities in the so called pathways.  I’m hoping with that high order analysis we’d 
begin to bend patients, and say we don’t have to go through this whole process.  We 
recognize what you have based on this analysis and we recommend this.   That’s the 
goal.  Will that be possible?  I don’t know.  Maybe every patient will have to go through 
this process individually and that’s something in the cancer field in general we need to 
know this.  The cancer field has been really staggering to find commonalities and maybe 
there is not.  

• (52:45) Q:  It’s never going to be cost effective to run a mini-trial on every patient. 
o Let’s find out what the answer is first and then we’ll figure out what we should do about 

it. 
• (53:15) Q:  What is the minimum tumor size you need? 

o We would prefer so that everything could go perfect, about ½ cm cubed - in that range.  
The bigger issue is not the size of what’s removed but the purity of the tissue.  If we get 
a tumor that size that is only 50% pure that’s a problem. 

• (54:00) Q: Do you perceive expanding this to other thyroid cancers? 
o Yes, absolutely.  We definitely plan to go after papillary next so my lab has created fly 

papillary models with RET fusions and so on.  The only thing I can tell you so far is that 
the drugs that are optimal for RET and MEN2 type mutations, those drugs work in the 
papillary but not nearly as well.   So we are going through the whole process of drug 
discovery with that as well.  We do hope to expand that to other also anaplastic which I 
know is a big problem but we’re not sure if the runway is long enough, but the goal is to 
expand.  

• (54:50) Q: How can we get away basically with prescribing drugs that weren’t approved for that 
cancer and in combinations that haven’t been tried on patients before. 

o We had a protocol written and approved by the FDA.  They are taking a “wait and 
monitor” approach to this.  Initially they were “no, no, no” and stopped everything for 
awhile.  but now they are going to allow with a “wait and monitor” and that’s another 
reason we needed metrics.  Will your physician do it?  I can‘t say.  But Mt. Sinai 
physicians are willing to do it and that’s why they are part of the center because they 
are willing to take that risk.  



• (56:00) Q:  I go to Mt. Sinai and you remove a tumor, do the analysis and then your oncologist 
says here’s what we recommend.  What happens when I go back to my endocrinologist and he’s 
not comfortable with the process?  Then what do you do? 

o I’m not sure I can answer your question properly.  I may not be the best person to 
answer your question.   I can tell you that oncologist that would be the people to do the 
treatment are on these committees and if they feel that data makes sense, they have 
agreed to take the point if they need to.  If your oncologist is not comfortable with 
prescribing those and you should probably listen to your oncologist, you see the risk in 
this in this but we do have oncologists who are part of this process.  So I’m not sure I’m 
the right person to answer this question but that’s the best I can do. 

• (57:15) Q: Your comment on the “rare variant” caught my attention.  I was diagnosed sporadic 
but then they discovered a deviant but I was still sporadic.  From other sources I have heard that 
sporadic has more mutations and /or variances.   Then I was told I had a suspected pathogen.  
Are you looking for these types of issues in your process? 

o We’re going to sequence everything.  Your germ-line, that’s the DNA you’re born with 
and you get that from your blood.  In addition we sequence your tumor and find out 
what’s different between the two by comparing them.  Rare variant is mutations you 
have that pretty much almost no other cancer patient has as opposed to a mutation like 
a RET which is a common variant and many people have.   So rare variant is often 
assumed to not be important because you don’t see it in lots of patients and I kind of 
think that is wrong thinking.  I think there are many paths to the same end.  You can 
have a variety of variants and together they drive tumor.  But all we know for sure is 
that we give two people the same drug they react wildly differently to it even with the 
same RET mutation.  So you can conclude from that those rare variants matter.   

• (59:40) Q: Do we consider patients under the age of 18? 
o Offhand I don’t see why not.  But we have an admissions committee.  I don’t think this 

issue has come up. 
• (61:01) [Mom has had medical treatment.  Ross will visit his Mom]     

o  [Handouts:  will put on the web]   

[END] 


